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၂၉.၃.၂၀၁၉ 

ကမၻာ့ေရႊေစ်း              = ၁၂၉၁ /-US$ 

  ျမန္မာ့ေရႊေစ်း               = ၁၀၄၇၀၀၀/က်ပ္ 

  ေဒၚလာေစ်း                = ၁၅၁၁/က်ပ္ 

  CBM Rate                   = ၁၅၁၄.၉/က်ပ္ 

  ယူရို တစ္ယူရို    = ၁၇၀၁.၂ က်ပ္  

  စကၤာပူတစ္ေဒၚလာ       = ၁၁၁၇.၇က်ပ္ 

  စတာလင္ေပါင္တစ္ေပါင္  = ၁၉၇၂.၄က်ပ္ 

  ၾသစေၾတးလ်တစ္ေဒၚလာ = ၁၀၇၄.၁ က်ပ္ 

  တရုုုုုတ္ယြမ္ (တစ္ယြမ္)    = ၂၂၅.၅၃က်ပ္ 

  အိႏိၵယ႐ူပီး (တစ္႐ူပီး)     = ၂၁.၉၀၅က်ပ္ 

  ကုိရီးယား၀မ္တစ္ရာ      = ၁၃၃.၃၈က်ပ္ 

  မေလးရွားရင္းဂစ္          = ၃၇၀.၈၄က်ပ္ 

  ထုိင္းဘတ္တစ္ဘတ္      = ၄၇.၇၁၃က်ပ္ 

Source: CBM Rate,    SFJ Journal 
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Source: https://www.facebook.com/SFJWeekly/posts/2335767386510540?__tn__=K-R 
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Thura News Views 
DCA continues with Hantharwaddy plans  
The Department of Civil Aviation (DCA) is planning to conduct a field study for construction of the 
controversial Hantharwaddy Airport. According to a report in the Myanmar Times, the USD 1.5 billion 
project is being funded with help from Japan. Myanmar officials are expected to meet with their 
Japanese counterparts next month, the article said. “ fter the meeting, we expect to start con-ducting 
preliminary ground studies at the site of the airport,  U Zaw  in, deputy director of the  epartment of 
Civil Aviation (DCA), was quoted as saying in the story. The parties will also discuss compensation for 
farmers and other is-sues around land acquisition, Zaw Min said. The project has faced many 
controversies since it was first announced when the country was under military junta rule. Critics of the 
project point to the recent increase in capacity at Yangon In-ternational Airport. Another issue raised is 
that Hantharwaddy Airport is planned 80 kilometers north of Yangon. 
 
FDI increases for first time in two years  
Figures revealed by the Myanmar Investment Commission (MIC) show a rise in foreign direct investment 
(FDI) for the first time in two years. Singapore was revealed as the biggest backer, according to an 
article in the Myanmar Times. The figures show that between October 1, 2018 and March 15, 2019, 
Myanmar saw USD 1.9 billion in approved FDI. This is and increase from USD 1.3 billion a year earlier. 
“ n regard to    , we hope that  SE N nations, Japan,  hina, Re-public of Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan 
and also India will put out more investment into our country,  U  ung Naing Oo, secretary of the     
and director general of the Directorate of Investment and Company Administration (DICA) was quoted 
as saying. He added that garments, electric assembly and food processing were attracting particular 
interest from foreign companies. The article also said that Singapore had overtaken China as the biggest 
foreign investor in Myanmar. This was aided by the opening of a USD 310 million power plant in 
Myingyan by Singapore-based Sembcorp Industries.  
 

https://myanmar.mmtimes.com/news/121815.html
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Kargo and Yoma Bank agree unsecured loan  
Local online logistics firm Kargo has signed an SME loan agreement with Yoma Bank worth USD 130,000 
(MMK 200 million). A press release said that the loan is aimed at resolving cash flow issues among small 
and medium enterprises  S Es . The business model will be based on Kargo’s accounts receivable. “With 
Yoma  ank’s support, we will be able to fuel our growth, business growth and driver’s income,   lex 
Wicks, founder and CEO of Kargo said in the release. The move is also part of Yoma’s aim to support 
S Es in the country, said Hal  osher, the lender’s  EO. “Unsecured financing is solely based on cash 
flow of the business and is a progressive way of supporting smaller enterprises,   osher said. Kargo was 
established in 2016, and has received funding from angel investors and SEED Myanmar, a Singapore-
based venture capital company.  
 
FMI to sell stake in airline to SPA Aviation  
First Myanmar Investment (FMI) has sold its 10 percent stake in FMI Air Limited to SPA Aviation 
Holdings for MMK 7.9 billion. According to an article in Dealstreet Asia, the move comes about 10 
months after the airline halted its domes-tic operations.  t’s not immediately clear what the plans are for 
the future of the carrier.  n an announcement,     said it will use the funds to reinvest in the company’s 
core business sectors. The key sectors include tourism, healthcare, real estate and financial services. “ n 
view of the challenging economic environment in the Myanmar aviation industry, it is the best interest of 
the company to move away from the aviation business and reinvest the funds in the group’s core 
business sectors,      said in its filing.  n  yanmar’s saturated domestic aviation market, two other 
airlines – Air Bagan and Apex Airlines – have halted operations in recent years. Analysts say the industry 
needs to consolidate further in order for it to be profitable. 
Source: Thura Swiss News (Issue 359 Mar 28, 2019)  
 
STOCK    EXCHANGE  (29.3.2019) 
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